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Books We Value and Recommend 
 
Michael Chaskalson, The Mindful Workplace, Wiley-Blackwell, 2011 
All Alliance members have been trained in mindfulness practice by Michael Chaskalson, and found 
it an extremely rewarding experience.  We use it ourselves, individually and with clients, and 
several of us have pursued further training with Michael, in group courses and through one-to-one 
learning.  Michael’s book is an extremely clear-headed introduction to mindfulness, its proven 
benefits, and how to begin practicing it.  As well as giving mindfulness a convincing scientific 
grounding, Chaskalson is also very aware of the business context.  He even-handedly reviews the 
research and presents studies showing remarkable gains in business productivity as a result of 
mindfulness practice.  Every chapter has practical exercises and techniques you can try for yourself.  
This is a slim volume and a deceptively easy read, but it packs a lot in.  If you’re at all curious about 
what mindfulness is and what its benefits are, this is the perfect way in. 
 
Nancy Kline, Time to Think, Cassell, 1998, and More Time to Think, Fisher King, 2009 
‘Create a particular environment and people will think for themselves.  It is that simple.’  This 
statement encapsulates the underlying precepts of Nancy Kline’s Thinking Environment®, 
elaborated in her marvellous books, Time to Think, and More Time to Think which have become 
classics of non-directive coaching.  We are all committed advocates of the power of Nancy’s 
listening approach and use it regularly both in our Alliance group meetings and with clients, both in 
one-to-one situations and in team settings.  Several of us spend time regularly with Nancy to 
embed her practice more deeply.  The kind of listening that Kline advocates can quickly generate 
astounding results, in coaching and also more generally.  The concept is elegantly simple, although 
the practice isn’t easy.  Powerful listening, the kind that ‘ignites the human mind’, means not 
interrupting, not interposing our own conclusions, and not judging.  Indispensable reading for 
anyone who wants to know about or apply this approach. 
 
Anne Scoular, Financial Times Guide to Business Coaching, FTPH, 2011  
Business coaching: what it is, why it works, how to do it, when to do it (and when not to).  Plus, 
how to make money doing it!  One of this book’s biggest assets is that it covers all this and more in 
a single, beautifully written volume.  It is genuinely a one-stop shop for new players in the coaching 
game, and more experienced coaches will also gain much from reading it.  The span of the book is 
immense, roving from the basics of the GROW model to more advanced techniques on motivation, 
behavioural change and team coaching, to neuroscience and the almost taboo topic of how much 
coaches earn.  The coverage of some topics is necessarily brief but there are plenty of pointers to 
further reading and as a companionable overview of the subject it’s unbeatable.  Coaching buyers 
and clients may find Anne’s first chapter on The Business of Coaching useful to test the value of 
coaching and for clarity on coaching definitions.  She addresses ‘why coaching works’ by covering 
both practical and researched reasons for coaching’s effectiveness.  Later chapters on ‘advanced 
coaching’ report on particular applications to groups, career transitions and change.  We all have a 
very close allegiance to this book: the author, Anne Scoular, is Managing Director of the Meyler 
Campbell coach training organisation and the Alliance members are all graduates of its flagship 
Business Coach Programme.  What’s more, one of us is married to Anne, another published this 
book, three of us sit on the Meyler Campbell Faculty, and The Alliance features in the book, so it 
goes almost without saying that we wholeheartedly recommend it!  
 


